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How should scientific funders evaluate research with public health risks? Some risky work is valuable, but accepting too much

risk may be ethically neglectful. Recent controversy over H5N1 influenza experiments has highlighted the difficulty of this

problem. Advocates of the research claim the work is needed to understand pandemics, while opponents claim that accidents or

misuse could release the very pandemic the work is meant to prevent. In an attempt to resolve the debate, the US government

sponsored an independent evaluation that successfully produced a quantitative estimate of the risks involved, but only a

qualitative estimate of the benefits. Given the difficulties of this ‘‘apples-to-oranges’’ risk-benefit analysis, what is the best way

forward? Here we outline a general approach for balancing risks and benefits of research with public risks. Instead of directly

comparing risks and benefits, our approach requires only an estimate of risk, which is then translated into a financial price. This

estimate can be obtained either through a centrally commissioned risk assessment or by mandating liability insurance, which

allows private markets to estimate the financial burden of risky research. The resulting price can then be included in the cost of the

research, enabling funders to evaluate grants as usual—comparing the scientific merits of a project against its full cost to society.

This approach has the advantage of aligning incentives by assigning costs to those responsible for risks. It also keeps scientific

funding decisions in the hands of scientists, while involving the public on questions of values and risk experts on risk evaluation.

In 2012, multiple research groups conducted experi-
ments that produced strains of H5N1 avian influenza that

were airborne transmissible between mammals.1,2 Given that
this disease is often fatal in humans, these particular ‘‘gain-of-

function’’ experiments sparked wide controversy.* Advocates
of the research argued that the experiments were necessary to
improve our understanding of the virus, thus enabling better
disease surveillance and vaccine production. Opponents of the
research argued that a laboratory accident could trigger a
global pandemic, or that the research could be used by mal-
icious actors.3 The debate culminated in a moratorium on US
public funding of research ‘‘that may be reasonably anticipated
to confer attributes to influenza, MERS, or SARS viruses such
that the virus would have enhanced pathogenicity and/or
transmissibility in mammals via the respiratory route.’’4

Meanwhile, the US government also commissioned an
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*Gain-of-function experiments encompass a wide range of re-
search, and only a small subset of such experiments were subject
to this controversy. In this article, we focus on gain-of-function
research of concern, by which we mean research of the sort af-
fected by the funding moratorium, as a case study of the more
general problem of making research funding decisions for dual-
use research of concern.
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independent study from Gryphon Scientific to weigh the
benefits of the research against the possible biosafety and
biosecurity risks.5 While their research succeeded in producing
a quantitative estimate of biosafety risk, it explained the
benefits of the research only in qualitative terms.

This controversy highlights the difficulty of evaluating
research that has the potential to entail significant public
risk. Research that is particularly likely to lead to both
positive and negative impacts is especially hard to evaluate.6

These negative consequences might be either the risk of an
accident linked directly to the research itself, or risks of
deliberate misuse of the resulting technologies. Avoiding
research that has any theoretical risk at all would mean
missing out on crucial opportunities. But research com-
munities that underestimate the potential for a significant
accident, or assume that people will use information gained
through research only for good, may be neglecting their
duty to society.7

The H5N1 flu experiments mark a particularly inter-
esting case study that we use to highlight some problems in
evaluating the risks and benefits of dual-use research.{ In
this article, we discuss some of the current difficulties of
existing approaches to evaluating risky research, and we
propose a general framework that avoids many of the
current problems. Within this framework, we outline 2 pos-
sible approaches to implementing the framework: a market-
led liability insurance approach, and a state-led approach.
We conclude by comparing the approaches with each other
and with current policy.

Difficulties of Risk-Benefit Analysis for

Scientific Research

Risk-benefit analysis, the approach used in the Gryphon
Scientific report, is an analytical tool that has been suc-
cessfully applied to a wide range of domains.8 Analysts
outline a range of scenarios with positive and negative
impacts, estimate the probabilities of those scenarios and
the net size of the positive impact, and compute the ex-
pected value of the proposal. When attempting to do a risk-
benefit analysis of research, determining the scenarios and
the probabilities of each scenario can be difficult. But as it
turns out, estimating biosafety risks is far easier than esti-

mating the benefits of research. The reason for this is that
one can outline the potential scenarios for biosafety risks
fairly well. In order for a laboratory accident to cause a
global pandemic, a set of events must occur. The proba-
bility of each of these steps can then be estimated using
historical data on laboratory accidents and models of dis-
ease spread. These estimates are highly uncertain, because
of limitations in available data. The data describing exactly
what activities labs engage in and their historical failure
rates are incomplete, though some records are kept.

Moreover, assumptions are required to extrapolate past
records into the future. For example, lab safety standards and
equipment have improved over the past several decades, but
at the same time new labs are being built under the juris-
diction of regulators with less of a track record establishing
their biosafety capabilities. Risk estimators must also make
some estimate of the probability distribution of key param-
eters that cannot be empirically tested. For example, what is
the probability that a reassortant virus will be sufficiently
transmissible to spread to a wide population? Nevertheless,
quantitative estimates are possible, though they lead to
disagreement.9-11 Many risks that are in principle very dif-
ficult to estimate for similar reasons are nevertheless quan-
titatively priced by insurers today—such as terrorism,12

cyberattack,13 and harm to patients in clinical trials.14

Conversely, estimating the benefits of research is ex-
tremely difficult. Unlike estimating the probability of a
laboratory accident scenario, evaluating the benefits of re-
search involves uncertainty over what the possible scenarios
even are. Typically, researchers have little information
about the potential results of research—which is one of the
motivations to do research in the first place. Even the most
experienced researchers find it difficult to estimate the ex-
ante value of new research projects. The work recreating
the genome of the influenza virus responsible for the 1918
pandemic15 received some criticism for vaguely promising
unspecified future benefits16 but, after some time, has
plausibly created tangible benefits including, perhaps, aid-
ing in the management of the 2009 H1N1 pandemic,
according to the authors of the original paper.17 In their
review, Gryphon Scientific did not even attempt to assess
the benefits of research quantitatively, and it is this part of
the risk-benefit calculation that typically poses the greatest
difficulty.5,18

Evaluating the risks from malicious activity is more
difficult than estimating the risk of accidents, but easier
than estimating the benefits of research. Ultimately, the
Gryphon Scientific report included a quantitative assess-
ment of some biosecurity risks (though not the risks posed
by the information discovered by the research). Unlike the
accident scenarios, uncertainties around both the intentions
and capabilities of malicious actors mean a wider range of
scenarios is possible. But despite the difficulties in quanti-
fying such risk, many insurance companies still offer ter-
rorism insurance, and models do exist for putting rough
numbers on such risks.12

{In the context of atomic technologies, discussions of dual-use
technology focused on the ability to rapidly convert civilian
technologies for military purposes,8 and this trend continued for
much of the 20th century.9 Recently, discussions of dual-use
research have broadened to include nonmilitary actors and the
risk of accidents related to research.5,10 It is this last, broadest
sense of dual-use research that we focus on in this article, as it
captures the full spectrum of risks resulting from research activ-
ities. We acknowledge but do not address the fact that the defi-
nition of ‘‘dual-use’’ remains unsettled,11 and that one might
want to consider dual-use research, technology built on that re-
search, and artefacts implementing that technology separately.9
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When science funders evaluate dual-use research, they
are faced with risks and benefits that are uncertain in dif-
ferent ways. Most of the risks are quantitatively estimable,
but the parameters are hard to pin down. It is our view that,
even when highly uncertain, explicit quantitative risk esti-
mates are preferable to implicit ones, because they allow
transparent discussion about disagreements and mitigate
human biases in judgments around small probabilities.19

The benefits, however, are so uncertain that even specifying
the scenarios is impossible. Fortunately, existing grant-
making approaches are already designed to compare proj-
ects with nebulous benefits. So, as long as the quantified
risks are accounted for in the cost of a project, these existing
systems are well suited for evaluating this research.

Existing Approaches and the Scientific

Grant-Making Process

Grant makers already assess the uncertain benefits of re-
search against their costs and the opportunity costs of un-
funded research. Although it is hard to judge quantitatively,
reviewers assess the potential for scientific excellence in
different proposals.

However, the costs that reviewers consider are primarily
direct financial costs, rather than externalities such as the
risks borne by the public from dual-use research. In prin-
ciple, research funders prefer to fund portfolios of research
with maximal benefits of research for society (including
positive externalities) and minimal costs (including nega-
tive externalities). The concept of scientific merit already
includes some sense of positive externalities, and the UK, at
least, also considers the social impact of research and its
effect on the research ecosystem.20 Conceptual tools and
intuitions on risk externalities are less well developed.

Reviewers often implicitly evaluate dual-use risk as a matter
of personal or professional ethics21 or for the sake of reputa-
tion of the field. However, for most research, the dual-use
stakes are low. In these situations, researchers have no need to
also become experts in risk assessment and management.
Research institutions rely instead on safety regulations for
particular categories of risk in order to make sure research
processes are safe.22 These tools work very well when most of
the risk is local, for accidental releases at the community level,
or for health risks to lab researchers themselves. Historically,
this is where most of the risk in biological research has lain and
is therefore an entirely appropriate default.

However, in the case of risks that carry a small chance of
large catastrophe (eg, research that creates potential pandemic
pathogens), these regulations are not enough. Some funders,
such as the US government, provide additional decision-
process guidelines for funding research involving specific
pathogens, like H5N1,23 as well as institutional guidelines for
best practice for dual-use research.24 Others, such as the UK’s
Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research Council, the
Medical Research Council, and the Wellcome Trust, require

grant applicants to consider near- and medium-term risks of
misuse but rely heavily on self-governance and a responsible
research culture.25 These frameworks put a high burden on
those pursuing dual-use research to become risk assessors.
Moreover, public funding guidelines only affect government
funding and cooperative private funders. Private dual-use
research is less constrained.26

Some additional judgment can in principle be applied at
the stage of publication,27 but a 2012 survey of 127 life
sciences journals found that none reported refusing a sub-
mission on biosecurity grounds.28 Export controls may also
be able to restrict some kinds of publication29 in some
jurisdictions. It may be that under the Australia Group’s
‘‘no undercut’’ principle, in its guidelines for transfers of
sensitive chemical or biological weapons, if any participant
nation were to block publication using export controls then
all would be obliged to (though the mechanisms for ap-
plying the guidelines to research results is unclear).30

Pricing and Using Externalities

in Grant Making

Absolute Risk as a Cost of a Grant
Hard-and-fast rules about what research techniques are too
risky, without considering the benefits, may not be re-
sponsive enough, because more important research merits
more risk.31

Our principal proposal is that one could assess and price
absolute expected risk and explicitly include this cost in
grant proposals. This helps resolve the fact that while risks
can be comparatively easy to assess, the benefits of research
are extremely challenging to quantify. Our proposal allows
grant reviewers to use existing frameworks to evaluate grant
proposals but weigh potential benefits against a fairer
reflection of their social costs. It also follows calls to
strengthen the evaluation of risks at pre-funding stages of
the research process.32

For now, we set aside the issues of where an independent
estimate of the cost of externalities comes from and where
the money to cover this explicit cost is paid. The 2 main
approaches to setting estimates, which we consider in detail
in the next section, are:

1. To establish clear liability in case of catastrophe and
require grant holders to purchase liability insurance as
part of the grant. The strength of this is that it is a
market-led approach, with insurers incentivized to price
externalities correctly.

2. To centrally commission absolute risk assessments to
price the externalities, and to require a payment to a
state or non-state body to cover the expected cost. The
strength of this approach is that it works even if there
may be no clear liability after the fact, so it could address
biosecurity as well as biosafety risks.
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Benefits of the Approaches
Both approaches have 4 main advantages. First, they give
decision makers greater incentive to use an accurately
priced risk when deciding what research to fund. Currently,
the costs of accidental or deliberate harm from gain-of-
function research of concern are borne by members of the
public in any country as well as lab workers. For example,
after a foot-and-mouth disease outbreak in Pirbright in
2007, caused by poorly maintained drainage,33 prosecutors
were unable to seek damages because there was no de-
monstrable negligence of a specific party.34 Instead, gov-
ernments bore the financial cost of compulsory slaughter,
farmers bore the costs of damaged and restricted business,
and consumers experienced higher food prices. Where the
risks of an activity are not borne by those making decisions
about the activity, economic theory predicts that more risk
will be taken than is socially optimal.35 So long as the risks
are priced correctly and the transaction costs are sufficiently
low, research institutions that pay upfront for the risks of
research are more likely to engage in socially optimal risk-
taking. If implemented successfully, this would result in
both better grant choices and better use of risk reducing
techniques and equipment.

Second, these approaches keep decisions about what re-
search gets funded in the hands of researchers. One of the
largest difficulties in assessing the social value of research is
assessing the intellectual benefits of research. Researchers
themselves are best placed to evaluate the potential for
success and the intellectual merit of research because they
have the deepest knowledge of the area.

Third, these approaches incorporate democratic or public
input on the significance of risks. Although researchers have
expertise in the potential for intellectual success from a grant
proposal, they are not necessarily able to speak for the values of
society. Researchers have an obligation to incorporate public
input on value systems and consider the justice implications of
their work.31 Our proposal creates ways for the public to express
their values without creating rules allowing or disallowing
certain research techniques or areas of inquiry. In the case of an
insurance mechanism, the legislative branch effectively deter-
mines the social cost borne were the risk to materialize, via the
judiciary. In the case of a central body setting the costs, this
body would ultimately be accountable to the electorate.

Fourth, these approaches ensure appropriate risk assess-
ment and governance expertise is brought to bear. Re-
searchers submitting grant proposals are often asked to
consider potential dual-use and accident risk. Grant makers
do so similarly. However, neither group tends to include
specialists in risk assessment or biosecurity.26 If absolute
risk is priced separately, the price can be set by expert risk
assessors.

Throughout, our guiding principle is to ensure the right
incentives are in place and that components of the funding
decision are broken up such that those best placed to assess
them do so.

Disadvantages of the Approaches
Although we believe these approaches might improve the
capacity of the research funding system to manage cata-
strophic risk, they introduce some new concerns.

First, research institutions currently receive a subsidy in
the form of an implied guarantee covering the costs of
imposed risks. If they were asked to pay for this guarantee,
it would represent an additional unfunded expense. Since
the aim of this proposal is to distribute research effort
within, say, the life sciences rather than to change the ab-
solute amount of life science work being done, one might
increase funding for life sciences research to compensate.
This would appear to increase explicit expenditure in
government research budgets, but in fact moves an implicit,
random, and large subsidy from the budgets of disaster
response agencies, who do not make decisions that deter-
mine the risk exposure, to an explicit, predictable, and
moderate payment by those who do make such decisions.
For example, governments and consumers bear a large part
of the cost of escapes of animal pathogens from research
labs36 but have less influence over risk exposure than re-
search funding bodies.

Second, penalizing laboratories for reporting accidents
and near misses in a timely way harms biosafety and bio-
security in the long run. Increasing reporting would make it
easier to use lessons from mistakes to improve lab design
and improve accident response. Mechanisms for pricing
risk will work best if they avoid creating perverse incentives
around reporting. Options for facilitating this include
simply not using the information from recent accidents in
the case of central analysis, or forbidding a premium hike in
the case of liability insurance requirements.

Third, these approaches increase bureaucratic overhead.
There are several things that might be done to reduce this
overhead. One could apply our proposal only to areas with
particularly high risk of low-probability but high-impact
events. For example, it might be applied only to the gain-
of-function research that has been covered by the recent US
moratorium. Or rather than carrying out a separate risk
analysis for each proposal, one could establish broad cate-
gories of similar work and set costs for that category as a
whole. For some categories, it might be possible to get
involvement from intelligence communities to incorporate
information not normally available. In the future, scope
could be expanded by addressing new areas or by making
the cost estimates more granular.

Making Decisions Under Uncertainty
There are things these approaches would not fix. Risk in
many cases of dual-use research is very uncertain. No risk
management or risk governance process can solve this en-
tirely. It is hoped that in the case of market-led approaches,
the profit motive of companies providing insurance as well as
an awareness of ‘‘winners’ curse’’ dynamics will incentivize
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appropriate pricing. In the case of a state-led approach, it is
hoped that the system will increase the capacity for risk-
assessment by developing a core of expert assessors. Political
pressures or ‘‘short-termism’’ might cause prices to be inac-
curate. However, this is also a feature of existing approaches
to dual-use risk management.

Approaches to Risk Pricing

Mandatory Liability Insurance
Laboratories conducting experiments of appropriate kinds
could be mandated to purchase insurance against liability
claims arising from damaging accidents from their research.
Insurance companies would then pay out to injured parties
in the public in case of an accident. Some proposals in this
direction have already been discussed in the UK.27 In some
cases, appropriate use of liability for damages is more
effective than regulation in encouraging risk-reducing
behavior.37 In most jurisdictions, negligence leading to
catastrophic damage would already establish liability.
Sometimes, the complexity of the research process makes it
hard to establish negligence of a specific party.34 Govern-
ments might therefore need to legislate to establish clear
duty of liability in any damages caused by accident, even if
there was no negligence. Liability would give universities
strong incentives to minimize the risk. Framers of this
legislation would need to be quite specific about which sorts
of liability were included (eg, health damage) and which
were not (eg, adversely affected tourism, perhaps, or ter-
rorism). Such an approach might be similar to some aspects
of the 1957 Price-Anderson Act, which placed a strict lia-
bility on operators of potentially risky private nuclear fa-
cilities and a mandate to purchase the highest commercially
available amount of insurance coverage.38 A similar ap-
proach has been tried and advocated for in environmental
risk, though it proved hard to maintain a healthy insurance
market.39,40

Requiring insurance is important because some risk
takers will not be able to compensate victims for cata-
strophic harms. Many universities currently self-insure
against the damage of accidents in their research. Where
there is a small chance of catastrophic damage, they do
not have enough assets to cover the damages—they are
‘‘judgment-proof.’’ Insurance providers, with much greater
financial liquidity, are able to bear the full costs even when
payouts are very large, which incentivizes them to set pre-
miums appropriately.41 For the most catastrophic forms of
damage, such as a global pandemic, costs would be too big
even for a reinsurer to bear. As a result, an insurance ap-
proach could involve an explicitly negotiated liability cap,
in which case regulatory bodies tasked with managing the
most extreme forms of risk are essential.

Various amendments to the Price-Anderson Act dem-
onstrate the problems facing liability limits. Indemnifying

those creating the risk from all costs above the privately
insurable can cause excess risk taking.42 The most recent
version of Price-Anderson requires regulated nuclear energy
providers to pool to jointly cover more than $10 billion of
costs beyond that covered for each individual party by in-
surers. While this protects the public by identifying a source
of funds beforehand, the fact that the individual contri-
butions do not need to be set aside in advance means that
the entire industry carries a large, uninsured, systemic risk.
A modern system based on catastrophe bonds might offer a
safer way to increase the feasible levels of financing.

Advantages of the Liability Approach
There are 2 main advantages to this market-led approach.
First, it is a relatively light intervention, requiring little
ongoing work from the state (other than maintaining a
healthy insurance market). Second, the insurers would have
a profit incentive to accurately estimate the risk, reducing
possible politicization of the risk assessment process. In a
sufficiently liquid market, competitive pressures should
bring premiums down. But insurers are aware of a ‘‘win-
ners’ curse’’ in the insurance market and would avoid set-
ting premiums too low to cover the long-term risk. If
insurers adjust their premiums when safer systems and
equipment are adopted, scientists and engineers would be
incentivized to devise effective safety protocols to reduce
their institutions’ insurance costs. This would create a fi-
nancial driver for applied biosafety and biosecurity re-
search. Imposing liability has improved outcomes in other
domains such as occupational safety, medicine, and general
risk management in nonprofits and government agencies.43

Possible Issues with the Liability
Approach
Insurers must be willing to insure against biosafety and
biosecurity risk. While insurers have shown some interest,44

there is no functioning market for the same 2 main reasons
insurers were unwilling to take on nuclear risk before the
1957 Price-Anderson Act:38

First, the potential risks are simply too large. A cata-
strophic global pandemic could kill hundreds of millions of
people, and even the largest reinsurers would be unable to
absorb this cost without bankrupting themselves (costs above
this level will be implicitly backed by the state or the public
in any case). It is better to be explicit and cap liability at a
specific industry-wide figure. If the cap were sufficiently
large, the effect should be more appropriate risk aversion,
even if the tail risk for the insurer were not fully internalized.

Second, the risks are hard to model and the market
would be quite small. Developing models to estimate the
risk could be more costly than the expected profit from
being in the market. However, insurers do already have
models for hard-to-anticipate risks such as terrorism and
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global pandemics. If need be, the development of appro-
priate models to facilitate this insurance could be explicitly
subsidized.

Whether or not insurers are willing to take on the risk,
there are challenges to international adoption. Liability laws
differ across jurisdictions, which would particularly affect
international collaborations. One effective work-around
might be to form an agreement among top-tier research
journals to require proof of suitable liability insurance for
some types of papers.{

Liability insurance can also increase moral hazard, by
making actors less responsible for the consequences of their
actions. This effect could be reduced if the excess on the
insurance were large enough that research institutions still
had a direct incentive to avoid risks.

Finally, using a liability approach to capture biosecurity
risks would be difficult. If a terrorist group used informa-
tion they gleaned from a paper published by a research
group, establishing liability would require lengthy legal
dispute. Moreover, done carelessly, the uncertainty addi-
tional but unclear liability could create might have an in-
appropriate chilling effect on research.

Centrally Commissioned Risk
Assessments
The second approach is to centralize risk assessments.
When an area of potential concern is identified, a body
commissioned by the state would perform an analysis of the
risks involved. This might be similar to the recent Gryphon
Scientific analysis, except that it would not attempt to an-
alyze the benefits. This absolute risk analysis would present
its outcomes in monetary terms, using value of statistical
life figures to convert into a cost.

In order to do work of a priced type, laboratories would
have to pay the appropriate charge to a central authority.
This charge could cover part of the risk of biosafety and
biosecurity preparation as well as the cost of risk assessment.

Advantages of the Centrally
Commissioned Risk Assessment
Compared to the market-led approach, centralizing the risk
assessments has 2 main benefits. First, it can be done by fiat
without needing to persuade insurers to enter and stay in
the market. Second, it works well even in cases where there
will be no clear causal chain establishing liability, such as for
biosecurity risks (including risks from the misuse of in-
formation produced from such research). Funds are col-
lected based on the central assessment of the size of the risk
posed by the research, with no need to work out after the
fact which specific group is liable. The Gryphon Scientific

report concluded that the biosecurity risks looked at least as
large as the biosafety risks, so this is a significant benefit in
the case of gain-of-function research of concern.5 Third, at
least in principle, avoiding the need for courts to establish
liability might speed up payments.

Possible Issues with the Central
Approach
Patchy implementation only in certain jurisdictions might
just move research from nations with good risk manage-
ment processes to those without. In practice, however,
many researchers are likely to want to remain at top labs,
limiting the risk of research simply moving to jurisdictions
that do not assess the externalities of research. There may be
a need for special arrangements for research done in part-
nership with labs outside the collecting jurisdiction, such as
applying a requirement for proof of insurance at the stage of
publishing.

The risk assessment itself would be difficult. The centrally
commissioned assessment would be more likely than an
insurance-led one to need to assess the magnitude of biose-
curity risks, which is particularly hard to model. However,
stakeholders might have incentives to put pressure on regu-
lators to make certain decisions. This is more likely to be
successful because of the amount of judgment involved in the
calculations of risk. Unlike the insurance-led solution, there
would be no countervailing profit motive.

Comparisons and Discussion

The 2 approaches discussed would work by aligning the
incentives for scientists and for funding bodies more closely
with those of society as a whole. This approach keeps as-
sessment of the benefits of scientific research purely in the
hands of scientists, while bringing the right skills to bear at
the right points and managing risk proportionately. We
have explored 2 different ways to achieve this. Each has its
advantages and disadvantages.

The liability approach is more market based. As a result,
the risk assessors have a financial incentive to accurately
estimate risk, and political pressures are diminished. It
might also be easier to use as a template internationally.
Since the risks are global and the potentially risky research is
not being pursued in just 1 country, being able to build
global solutions is extremely valuable.

The main benefit of the centrally commissioned analysis
is it could bypass lack of clarity about who is liable for
eventual damages in cases of biosecurity.

These approaches have clear application for gain-of-
function research of concern in the life sciences. However,
similar approaches may work in a broader range of fields.
The insurance mechanism is best suited for dual-use work
where risk is predominantly through accident rather than{We are grateful to Piers Millett for this suggestion.
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malicious intent. In all cases, pricing the absolute size of
the risk and leaving researchers in charge of decisions
about how to spend their budgets might offer a more
responsive and proportionate approach to the challenges
of funding research with potential public risks than ex-
isting systems.
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